Participant’s Declaration
By registering, the participant acknowledges that the competition requirements, legal order and rules of
procedure are binding. These regulations serve the uniform and equal engagement in the sport and are nonappealable in a court of law. Their recognition and upholding are a prerequisite for participating in the event. Each
entrant is responsible for the technical safety of his/her gear and must ensure that it is in conformity with the
rules. The organiser assumes no liability for accidents, personal injury or material damage, theft or other
damages!
Athlete’s declaration
1. I declare that I am aware of the competition regulations and organisational guidelines as per official
announcement and rules of participation as amended and agree to the stipulations of these.
2. I declare that there are no medical objections to my participation and that my physical condition meets the
requirements of the competition.
3. I have been informed of the dangers and circumstances, health-related and otherwise, associated with the
competition and expressly confirm that I am participating in the event at my own risk and on my own
responsibility.
4. At the same time I pledge that neither I nor my legal successor shall assert any claims or demands against
the organiser, its employees or companies, persons or associations commissioned by it as well as all relevant
municipalities and other persons and corporations.
5. I consent to potential medical treatment at my expense should it be advisable due to the occurrence of
injuries through accident and/or illness in the process of the competition.
6. I hereby indemnify the organisers, promoters and assistants of the event from any claims, except in cases of
gross negligence or malice and which do not fall under statutory liability. This includes all direct damages as
well as all claims which I or my legal successor or other entitled third parties could assert due to injuries
sustained or in the event of death in connection with the event.
7. I consent to the electronic storing of my data and their being made available to partner companies.
8. I understand that the registration fee is non-refundable except in the case of refusal of registration. There is
no deferment of entry to the following year or transfer to other persons or other events.
9. I will attend the pre-race meeting and will abide by the code of conduct discussed there.
10. I will follow the instruction of the officials and other event personnel.
11. For participants under the age of 18, the legal guardian agrees with the registration that his/her child
participates exclusively and unrestricted under his/her responsibility or risk in the running event. The legal
guardian assures that his/her child is physically and mentally in best condition, and does not suffer from any
afflictions that may be exacerbated by running. Furthermore, the legal guardian agrees to all points of the
participant’s declaration for the participating child.
12. Should I use a transport by car or bus (e.g. from a refreshment station to the finish area in case of
terminating the race), I use this at my own risk.
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Anti-doping codex
Performance without the use of impermissible/illegal substances or measures is mandatory for participation in
the race. For this reason, the following Anti-doping Codex is added to the Qualification Specifications:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I reject the simulation of or fraudulent achievement of measured performance through doping, drug abuse,
manipulation or other reckless or deceitful conduct.
I commit myself to performing without the use of any forbidden substance to enhance performance.
Furthermore, I guarantee that any medication I may take is purely for medical indications and that I will
ensure for reasons of my own safety that none of the medications prescribed to me contains a substance on
the international list of prohibited substances.
I commit myself to repaying all grants as well as prize and sponsorship funding received in the preceding
three years, should I be convicted according to Anti-doping regulations as received.
In participating, I consent to the carrying out of doping tests and acknowledge the ÖLV guidelines and
competition stipulations.

In registering, I acknowledge and accept the current ÖLV regulations, the issues described in the announcement
and rules of participation, the above listed qualification specifications and the Anti-doping Codex and hereby give
my consent.
Data collection and processing
With the registration, I agree that personal data can be gathered and passed on to third parties for the purposes
of timekeeping, rankings and results as well as for publication of respective lists on the internet. Personal data
provided as part of the registration process will be stored and used only for purposes that are connected with
executing the event, especially with regard to data necessary for the payment process. By registering, I agree
with the storage to this end.
I hereby grant media of all kinds the unlimited use (e.g. for televised broadcast, internet presentation etc.) of film
material and any other audio or video material of myself arising in connection with the event as well as my name
free of charge. I also grant the unlimited use of images of myself and my name for printed media of all kinds free of
charge, even where these are used for advertisement purposes for this or a similar event (e.g. brochures,
posters, etc.).
I agree that my first name, last name, year of birth, team name, bib and results (rankings, times) may be
published in all print and electronic media relevant to the event. By providing his e-mail address, I accept that the
Organiser can use this address in order to send further event information.
In registering, I acknowledge and accept the current ÖLV regulations, the issues described in the announcement
and rules of participation, the above listed qualification specifications and the Antidoping Codex and hereby give
my consent.
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